
Jehn Surgery



Dehn Surgery
Closed, connected, oriented 3-mans:

S", s'xS, <(p, 9), others?

Goal:Constructevery closed, oriented,
connected 3-man. (using links in S
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T2 =SxS' parametrized by

(0,w) EIR (w) 1> (eco, ecir)

45:T2,T2
(0,w) (w, -0)

Q:Whatmanifolds do we get?
A:S'x52

Non-trivial Dehn Surgery on unknot

to obtain S'xg2



Surgery on Knots

&
T

need homeomorphism 4:T
- T2

to get3-man.

Q:Whatis Y?

A:Actually, we don'tneed to know 4,

we just need toknow

where I goes. Why?



T

#
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If we cutI along & geta
BY

Once we knew where i takes W,

this determines the gluing uniquely

since I only one way to glue is to S

-



Q:Whatcould 4(r) be?

T·
+(2) could be any simple

closed curve

but up to isotopy, we can assume

f(x) =px +qM



Sembd curves on T23> > QU[03

2 -> P9

xu =px +qM
T
⑧

2

--> ->(p,q) =2embd

g ⑳ =uxten



Since px+qM is a simple closed curve,

we can assume (p19)=1 and

Yg is a reduced fraction (or ad.

The value ply determined by a curve

is called it's slope.

A knot and a slope determine a surgery.



Dehn Surgery along K in S

*:a knot

~(K) :=tubular nbhd of K.

Sig(k): - (S- Intr(x))w(s'x D4

9:2(5xD:2(rk)

Glue back in )-curve

using a twistof 2(sxDY



Ex:In our firsttwo example if

xand M are as pictured:

X Siv(u)

i

1 Syo(r) =SY

2 Sox(U) =S'x g2



Chosing M and Icarefully:

M is a ways chosen

-be8Dxt
Xis chosen as

#(m,x) =2in call choices are NOT isotopic)

We need to be more careful to agree on

choice of 4.

choose X so-hat1k(X, K) =0 in w(K)



EX:

x 1k(x,x) =23

Xo has 1k(40,K) =0&

Do is called

the O-framed longitude
or Seifertlongitude.



claim: do is the only(up
to isotopy)

simple closed curve which has

*(X0,M) =+1

and can be pushed to lie

in a SeifertSurface for K.

IIH/,k=
anknot

↑K
unnat Any other choice

intersects

all Seifert surfaces of
K.



Surgery on links in 53

&00
L =k,UK2 -

5- v(t) =5 - (v(k.)rw(ke)]

Given an e-componentlink (5,
we can perform Dehn surgery

on L

-o obtain ((p, 9,,42925...Pn 90)
where a torusiis glued to

2(w(K:)) along the slope p.9:



EX:Lens Spaces:
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->2X
=L(p,9)

-act:((p,q) =Sp/q(M)



Recall:corollary:Let (p,9)=1
-

↑q
- rk

-r+ 1

- ig...8
where P=r,-

I
9 -

... I

T

Proof:Justslam-dunk (-1)-times.



Ex:-320-
((3,2) =S5x(u)
3 -t =E

We can be think the surgery
aS

2 surgeries
on disjointunlanots.



him:corollary + Likorish - Wallace

Any closed, oriented
3-man.

can be constructed via

a Dehn surgery
on a link in 5.

with all surgery coeffs being integers.

Fact:

M =

Dehn surgery on
L

M=Dehe surgery on
L

=>M*M=

Dehn surgery
on
LUL



Ex:-320-
Q:Whatdoes this have

to do

with our 4-man pictures

from before?



From Handle diagrams for G-man.

-Surgery Diagram for 3-man.

->

dj
14 M3

Link diagrams with each component
labeled with an integer
have both meanings

↳-dimensionally Chandle diagram) and

3-dimensionally (surgerydiagram)



Q:How are they related?

A:8X =M (as well see)

2B=53

2B" =2(BxB2)

=> (BxBYr(B252B2
=> (sxBYW(B2rs)

-> S =(sxByw(Brs)
I lote:With care, we can figure out

whatI is..



2 aim:

Letbe a manwith decomposition
=Ar B

where A and B are both manifolds

-> 2=G(A)- gg U WIB)-gling
region



x:" 3-dim.
I

--

3

handle decomposition

2M =(z(0- h) - overlap] r/2(1-h) - over apt
e un

DoxDY D'XD2

↓ S attaching
(D) (DxCDY

ne region
[pt3x S2

I attachingW(DU(d'x2e
Si region

2 disks

8-

(Dso - ahig
2 disks

attachingW (2p+.3xx2w(Ds)2region
=s2attaching r [b'XS'[

region
I

- cyinder cyinder
=torus



R
EX: 1 =

2(X) 2 (0-h) - overlap 5 8 (2-h)- overlap

((x xDYr(Dex) attackinge

A Ent
①

W((Dy xb7r(p2x2(b)) attaching

-

3 attaching ~(SxD2) r (DxsI attaching
S

region region

-> (S- vk)((Dxs)



So 21 is certainlya Dehn Surgery.

Butwhatis the framing?

S'xD2 53

Al
E

/I
2(2-handle) &(o-handle)



The two orange regions will be identified. How?

X > ⑲
f(x)

I is determined by where X goes,

which is what is encoded by

the framing.

L

in framing
->1k (4), (x) =i



We keeptrack of the identification,

butnote thatthe erenge regions

are notpartof the boundary.

I I
=Wx
/I



To determine our surgery coeffi

we need to understand

where the meridianof the

complementary purple tous goes
under to

Butnote thatthe meridian of

the purple S'xD2 is isotopic to X.

Thus, 1k(m, K) =n also.

This is equin. -o performing

n-surgery.



So, we prove that

Proposition:
2-h

2Swith framing"n"WDY) = S(k)
a ong

Similarly

a amis")vB
=>sires--- (kicka, ---, km)



hm:

Li:aframed links

which determine 3-manas surgery.

If SY(L)= S"L)
↑

orientpres

=>and L' can be related by
· Rofsen twist(and undoing them)

· Adding Removing components

framed by &
· Isotopy



Note:Nice thm.

In principle, can recover all
surgery

diagrams producing a given 3-man

butnot veryuseful in practice.


